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Little, Brown Book Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Seven Wonders,
Steven Saylor, An enthralling prequel to his bestselling Roma Sub Rosa series of mysteries set in the
Ancient World, Steven Saylor takes readers back to the younger days of Gordianus the Finder. The
year is 92BC and Gordianus has just turned eighteen and is about to embark on the adventure of a
lifetime: a far-flung journey to see the Seven Wonders of the World. Gordianus is not yet called 'The
Finder' - that title belongs to his father, who we meet in these pages. But at each of the Seven
Wonders, the wide-eyed Roman encounters a mystery to challenge his powers of deduction. Here is
a portrait of a master sleuth in the making, the earliest exploits of the man who will become the
most sought-after investigator in Rome. Accompanying Gordianus on this travels is his tutor,
Antipater of Sidon, the world's most celebrated poet. Together, teacher and pupil journey to the
fabled cities of Greece and Asia Minor, and then on to Babylon and Egypt. They attend the Olympic
Games, take part in exotic festivals, and marvel at the most spectacular constructions ever devised
by mankind....
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This pdf is fantastic. This really is for all who statte there was not a worth looking at. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert the instant you complete
looking over this pdf.
-- Dr . Cha im  K ub-- Dr . Cha im  K ub

An incredibly great book with perfect and lucid answers. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You will not sense monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you question me).
-- Na nnie Lindg r en Jr .-- Na nnie Lindg r en Jr .
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